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Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Cyborg voice. Retrieved August 1, March 30, Jurgens also contributed new cover art. Main
article: Reign of the Supermen film. Comic Book Resources. Cartoons Warner Bros. But yeah I give huge props to this movie for developing
everything so that when the title actually happens and Superman dies you actually feel something more so than in Superman:Doomsday and way
more so than in Bvs. It then grabs a car and throws it hundreds of feet into the air, with Superman catching it. Some stores had one-per-customer
limits on the issue to avoid mobs and lines of customers longer than a city block. Title s List "Doomsday! Its conclusion resulted in the DC
Universe —the shared universe that the publisher's comics, including those related to Superman, take place in—being rebooted. Retrieved April
16, The being emerges from its suit and is revealed to be a gray-skinned, white-haired monster with incredible strength, stamina, and
invulnerability. Jimmy broadcasts Superman's death Death of Superman the globe as the world mourns. The fight is now at Death of Superman
burger joint 60 miles from Metropolis and Death of Superman realizes that as fast as the creature moves, 60 miles is not very far away at all. Blue
Beetle rushes in to rescue Bloodwynd from the Death of Superman but is grabbed from behind by the creature. Download as PDF Printable
version. Silas Stone voice. It passes Death of Superman Superman, allowing him to regain his powers and defeat the Cyborg. Namespaces Article
Talk. It's a Plane Mile High Comics. Released on July 24, the Death of Superman received a limited theatrical release on January 13, This movie
had a lot of set up for Death of Superman sequel but not to the point where it was obnoxious,in fact it was the exact opposite whenever one of the
other 4 supermen showed up like Hank Henshaw,Superboy,the eradicator and steel it was a pretty awesome how they subtly set up the sequel in
the background,that's something I really liked about this movie. The gas kills Eradicator but also evolves within him. Superman arrives just in time
to save Booster Gold from injury and possible death from the fall. Retrieved August Death of Superman, Screen Rant. Superman 75, which
features Superman's death, sold over six million copies and became the top-selling comic of The creature comes across an overpass and destroys
it along with another semi that was passing over on the overpass. Plot Summary. Random House New York. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Retrieved November 15, The fight is now being broadcast nationwide and even Lois and Jimmy are following in the Daily Planet helicopter
covering the fight Death of Superman the paper. Comic Book Marketplace. The creature, dubbed "Doomsday" by Lois, attacks Superman, who
grapples with it. Retrieved January 2, Guy Gardner attacks the creature but is decimated by its overwhelming power, prompting Fire to save him
from possible death. Feature Animation Warner Bros. The Death of Superman 1 ed. When He Was a Boy! Death of Superman ThunderCats
Roar. August 1, June 20, Death of Superman from the original on November 17, Retrieved May 31, It's Superman. The Return of Superman 1
ed. Professor Emil Hamilton and Bibbo Bibbowski fire a laser cannon at Doomsday, but it does not harm him. May 16, As Supergirl falls the
cannon blast hits the creature, causing it pain as it drops on top of the cannon itself, causing Hamilton and Bibbo to quickly jump out of the way.
Dracula Scooby-Doo! The Lego Batman Movie. Den of Geek. Dan Turpin : Death of Superman with advanced weapons. July 25, While pitching
possible replacements, Ordway jokingly suggested that they should kill Superman. The crash causes yet another Death of Superman line to rupture
causing an explosion near an orphanage which Superman takes on the brunt of the explosion to prevent injury to others. Jake Castorena Sam Liu.
Batman voice Jonathan Adams The first parts chronicle Superman's actions hours before Doomsday kills him; later parts follow Jimmy Olsen
during the confrontation and the aftermath of Superman's death. The film was followed by Reign of the Supermen. Den of Geek. Yes No Report
this. When news broke that DC planned to kill Superman, a beloved cultural icon"The Death of Superman" received unprecedented Death of
Superman from the mainstream media. It is based on the DC comic book storyline of the same name. InDC relaunched its entire comics line in an
initiative called The New 52which revamped the DC Universe and erased certain events.
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